
Dear Stewart Mayers, 9/13/85 
It will be helpful to you if you go with L°ccam and seek the simplest solutions. 

Without being unduly influenced by the official JFK assassination mythology. 

The simplest explanation of Osuald's going to the movies is to be unseen after 
he saw what happened because with his past it is as wise a thing as he could have clone. 

With regard to the Tippttsutopsy, it is available) from the National iu-chives. 

However, although in a trial the Tippit body might be construed as the best 
evidence, with the FBI's claim not to be able to associate the recovered bunts with 
the Oswald pistol, or alleged one, this becomes questionable. 

You are undertaking a major job if you go ahead with "a major work on the 
Tippit murder," in large part because there is so little meaningful evidence. I 
think, frankly, that you'bl not get far, except in theorizing. 

I do not ma recall whether or how much I have on this in Post Morterl. 
I have no idea where Tippit's widow is or her name after she remarried but 

l've never heard anything indicating in any what that she is willing to cooperate 
with anyone. 

Good luck! 
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